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Emperor and beauties gameplay

I've been playing this every day for almost two years. The first 6-8 months I didn't spend any money. But once I understood everything better, I decided to spend real money. And I have to say I don't regret spending the money. It's really cool. Yes, there are some terrible voices, but in total, there is a lot of long-range planning and things to solve. This game
works as the growth of a plant (which takes time and visit daily). But once you figure out how to get strong, it's pretty cool! Edit Share Emperor and Beauties is a popular new game with more than 80 servers and thousands of players in each of them. It is well designed, easy to play game that is complex enough to have your own Wiki. We share our thoughts
and experience to help each other in the progress of the game! TIPS Edit Beginning – What to do and don't do when you've just started the game. Performance is the most important thing. Your increased range and dojo eject capacity depends on it. Here are tips on where performance points come from and how to get them. Update retainers – Tips and
tricks such as maximizing your damage (battle power) – key attribute for zombie, barbarian, scene head and guild war fights. Saving ingots - whether you're not a VIP person or don't want to spend a lot of money on the game, it's hard to maintain the balance of ingots - you're left without them very quickly. This page contains a summary of tips and tricks on
how to overcome it. SCREENS AND FEATURES Edit Home screen (incomplete) - reference page to all game tasks available from home (back) Screen: Assets, Beauties, Children, Affairs, Marriages, Friends and Events. City screen (incomplete) - reference page to all buildings and places in the city (map) Screen: Stage, Tavern, Dojo, Guild, etc. (15 of them)
Lower icons (scheduled) - reference page to the features under icons at the bottom of the main screens: Map / Back, Retainer, Item, Search, Achievement, Store. Chat channels: Server, Share, Guild, Private, C-S Publishing Guild: What is Guild and how it works. Guild Welcome Message Dungeon Guild Leader This is an open wiki. You can leave comments,
create your own pages, or update existing pages. Have fun! Emperor and Beauties – Recent changes: Editing photos and videos are a great way to add visuals to your wiki. Add one below! Community content is available in CC-BY-SA, unless otherwise stated. Näytä kaikkiSivun läpinäkyvyysFacebook näyttää tietoja, joiden avulla ymmärrät sivun tarkoitusta
paremmin. Katso, millaisia toimintoja sivua hallinnoivat ja sisältöä julkaisevat ihmiset tekevät. Näytä kaikki As a fairly new participant in the mobile gaming industry, He released his first english title game, Emperor and Beauties, on both Android and iOS. Filled with a unique premise and tons of addictive content, Emperor and Beauties offers game mechanics
and concepts that can cater to variety of players of all ages. Although categorically an RPG, it is unlike most of the fantastic-themed action and game that floods the market. Emperor and Beauties has accumulated its share of the list success stories in several countries and while you may find yourself surprised not to have heard of this game and its peculiar
title, actually diving into it will make you understand why so many people who played it find it nice and addictive. If you are currently looking for a unique experience in games and would like to play a game where progress can be made depending on how much free time you can save, be sure to try this game. Emperor and Beauties takes him back to a
historical era in ancient China while fulfilling his dreams to gain riches and power to become the emperor of the earth. As you start a life of poverty and difficulties, an opportunity develops to start walking the road to your lifelong dream. As you grow in strength and influence, retainers follow the offers as you strive to continuously accumulate more wealth and
power. It's not all war and struggle as date and court beauties and you also have to constantly strive to make them your wife. After a life of marriage comes the fruit of his love and passion as he begins to have children and raise them to further advance his goals of accumulating power and influence to become an emperor. Since Emperor and Beauties is a
unique role-playing game, some game mechanics are bound to be unknown to a lot of new players. There are tutorials at every step of the way that can be easily understood and followed. There are plenty of details you should definitely read through, but it will be a challenge to remember everything on your first go. Fortunately, each bit of information can be
reviewed at its own pace and preference as each icon and menu has an information icon (question mark) that you can click at any time. Perhaps one of the basic challenges you will encounter after a few minutes of play is where you have to spend your time and what activities to prioritize as you progress through the game. Although you are very free to play
Emperor and Beauties the way you want, you may wonder about the most efficient means of elevating your overall power. If this is the case, then our emperor and beauties beginner guide can help establish an efficient approach to elevate your power quickly and make the journey to become the emperor much faster. So without more air, check out our
emperor tips and beauties, tricks and strategies below! 1. Regularly manage your assets There are several activities in emperor and beauties that you want to participate in and entering the game, there may even be several indicators on a lot of icons that you would naturally be interested in clicking on, however, you will also have to run through the basics
Follow the tutorial in the game. The tutorial is easy to follow, but be sure to take no of what you read as you dive into the game. Once you are able to freely choose where you want to go, be sure to click on Yuan Fang, your first retainer, to go directly to your asset management page. Inside there are four different structures that you will need to touch regularly
to increase your basic resources. Trading is where you collect coins and how much you can get per click depends on your overall wisdom. The farm is where the grain is collected and the harvest depends on the policy. The recruit is where you can acquire soldiers at the expense of grain and it depends on your charm. Finally, the Scroll Room is where
knowledge is obtained to level its character and increase its personal power. As the game begins, the first 3 structures will only be able to withstand up to 2 times what can be met with each click, but will grow soon enough, especially if it progresses further. What is important to note here is that initially it takes only a minute for resources to be available again.
If you want to progress in emperor and beauties fast, therefore, you should make sure you get the basic materials here from time to time and make sure that each structure continues to produce the materials you need. Again, while Emperor and Beauties is a game that can be enjoyed a lot through the simple casual game, spending a lot of real time playing
the game, especially in the early hours will increase its growth greatly. Be sure to take note of approximately how long each structure would take to be full of resources to determine how often you should visit your asset management page while you are playing. 2. Progress through chapter stages as much as you can stage in emperor and Beauties is
basically the story or adventure mode in RPGs. You can visit it by clicking on the map button at the bottom left of the screen and the stage structure can be found closer to the screen. The stage is divided into chapters and each chapter is broken down into six bastions with the first five based on armies and the last is the battle of the head. Minion's bastion
battles are based on his military attribute, as well as the number of troops he has. If your military attribute is higher than that of your enemy, then you will lose fewer soldiers than he does in battle. Be sure to keep an eye out on the total number of soldiers you have, as you will still continue to lose by the thousands, regardless of how high your military
attribute is, since each opponent in the successful stronghold or battle will be much stronger than the previous one taking into account the military attribute and the number of soldiers. As there are 8 battles that take place in each bastion, hesitate to leave if you doubt you can win the battle. Always check the approximate number of soldiers you lose by battle
have a good idea about how far you can progress without having to wait and get more soldiers to continue again. You can earn coins and performance points for each battle, so keep pushing you to reach higher chapters as much as you can. 3. Improve your retainers whenever you can no way to become emperor exists to be traveled alone, since, of course,
you will need the service of other people to achieve triumph over the many obstacles that can bar your way. In emperor and beauties, he will hardly be alone in his journey towards making his dream come true, as he will have his own generals who will serve him and help him reach his full potential. You will start with a few retainers on your side, but as you
progress through the game, you will earn a lot more than you will need. In addition to each retainer that has its own level, and specialties as unique as its appearance, you need to spend resources to make each of them stronger. Every currency you spend to level your generals increases your power and ultimately contributes to your general power, so be
sure to prioritize the leveling of each of your retainers when you have enough coins to do so. Although your maximum levels are covered by your range, you will almost never have trouble reaching this lid as the overflowing number of retainers you will acquire over a short period of time will drain the millions of coins you have as fast as you can earn. Since
each retainer has different levels of fitness and attributes, it is important to understand what these concepts mean and how they impact the growth of power that can be obtained from each retainer. Understanding this will also help you decide how to use the pills to further increase the attributes of each one. Just to differentiate, the retainer's fitness
determines the amount of attribute bonus they earn through anthroed, as well as the bonuses that can come out of increasing the attribute through pill consumption. Therefore, greater military aptitude would elevate the military attribute of the retainer faster than other retainers with low military aptitude. Knowing this, you should carefully choose what kind of
attribute pills to give to each retainer. In general, you should consume military attribute pills and these items in your retainers that possess the greatest military aptitude and so on. Some pills and similar consumables offer random attributes, so in these cases, you don't feel free to use those in whom you feel you should invest more, but you may want to bank
on those with higher star levels as they possess high fitness values in a variety of traits. You can also earn items, such as book experience and Star Classics that you can use to level the books of your retainers. Doing so and achieving it successfully can double the aptitude they have for the particular attribute that the book represents. For the best results,
focus on updating books that top-level stars. Although parchments, which are relatively easier to obtain through missions and events are based on odds of success, Star Classics are guaranteed to work always, but can take much longer to get. In any case, be sure to wisely choose where to spend the resources needed for this update, as this is a little harder
to progress than other forms of updates. To further increase the improvement of your retainers, send your favorites to the academy so that they can earn book experience points and skill experience points. You may need to send each one a couple of times to get enough book experience points to level your books. You may not have a lot of skills to choose
from in the first part of your game, but as you progress, you will have several to choose from, so be sure to start accumulating some skill experience points as soon as you can. The only way to unlock additional seats at the academy is through the expense of ingots that are the premium currency in emperor and Beauties. As for practicality, however, buying
more seats at the academy is one of the best options for spending premium currency as you rather unlock more seats, the faster your retainers will grow and given that the individual attributes of your retainers reflect directly on your power, you can progress ahead of most players with this method. 4. Take care of your beauties and children with your emperor
title and beauties, you must come to understand the early role the vital role of beauties in the game plays to help you take steps further to achieve your goal of becoming the most powerful man on earth. As uncomfortable as it may seem, take note that the game takes place at a time when being polygamous was not so unusual and that social opinions and
acceptance never existed. In the game, one of his key activities to increase power is to collect Beauties, more commonly known as wives, and date them to have the opportunity to have children. Your children need special attention too and you need to spend some time nurturing them and marrying them when the time comes. As for their Beauties, it is
important to understand the basic ideas that surround affinity and charm in relation to them. The affinity, symbolized by the heart can influence the attributes and affinity of your future children, after reaching a certain level, will also unlock beauty skills to further increase your power. Given this mechanic, its beauty that possesses the highest affinity value has
a greater likelihood of unlocking skills. From time to time lots of elements to increase the affinity of a beauty. As you unlock more beauties over time and random date of each of them, you may want to spread the boosters to have your affinities increase and level close to each other. The charm of a beauty, indicated by the icon of the flower, represents the
amount of beauties win from random dates and dates. Similar to how you would like to use the items you get to increase the charm of your beauties, you may also want to spread evenly across the world, as you will always be relying on random dates as a free player and, as such, you can't always leave it to randomly date an exclusive beauty you've invested
heavily. Be sure to spend resistance on visit to get the chance to get more beauties. If your luck can still be increased by donating food or coins, be sure to do so. Each attempt to make a visit consumes resistance that is covered by its range. In any case, be sure to always spend every attempt, as you will always get something valuable out of it, although the
chances of getting a beauty will be quite rare. As every attempt to visit reduces your luck, be sure to always keep an eye on it to help you decide if you want to give a little more to lift your luck before spending some remaining attempts. It is best to focus on one child at a time, although vitality is updated separately for each child. When it comes to consumable
items, you may want to spend them on one child at a time. You only need to reach level 10 per child, so use your consumables when you want a big boost in power. 5. Maximize the list of your friends as any online game attempt to add social interactions to the game, having a feature to add friends is always a welcome content. In emperor and beauties, you
should take every opportunity to invite friends into the game as well as welcome and accept any invitation you may receive. Once every day, you can send and receive performance points that, of course, are important for qualifying faster. 6. Managing matters prioritizing performance points The path to great power largely involves having a lot of
responsibilities and official affairs are part of their basic functions as leader. What you will face is a dystopian decision and can always become a difficult decision every time. As a matter of priority, always choosing to earn performance points as ranking should always be your first choice. In case you are in extreme need of what is offered if you choose the
decision of the left, however, do not feel free to take. Be sure to spend all attempts to handle the issues and if you have court tiles too, you can choose to use them immediately so you can further increase the rate at which you get performance points. Note that the number of attempts you have here as well as similar mechanics in other aspects of the game
will increase depending on your range. Such, a lot of things in emperor and Beauties are based on your rank level, so focusing on earning more performance points above all else can gain advantages in most aspects of the game. 7. The goal of achieving time-limited missions, achievements and events on top of the immediate rewards you receive from
completing completing of the scenario, as well as the search for mainline that serves as a guide to identify what you may want to pursue in the first place, the search and achievement icons that can be easily detected at the bottom of the screen has an abundant range of additional valuable objects to complete the goals listed in both missions and
achievements. Chances are you will be able to accomplish a lot of the tasks listed in missions and achievements. Missions are reset daily and there are additional rewards to claim based on the activities in which you participate. Be sure to aspire to earn 140 points if you can grab all the rewards available. Successes reflect their achievements in the game
and offer rewards in one go, but they often grant you much higher values of more common or harder resources to acquire items. Beyond these two, there are limited events in the time you should take advantage of, so be sure to always check what can still be achieved under the time bonus icon at the top of the screen. 8. Check your inventory of consumable
items Although there will never be any indicators on the item button at the bottom of the screen, be sure to always check if there are consumable items that, when used, may provide you with some materials to accelerate the growth and development of your account. In addition, some of the items you can earn as a result of completing missions and
achievements can replenish your attempts in a variety of activities you normally engage in. As such, using these items sooner rather than later can accelerate your progress to the relative start of the game so you can rank faster and win even more attempts. This wraps up our guide to emperor beginners and beauties. Although the game surely has tons more
to offer in terms of content and features, we are confident that taking note of the tips and strategies we mentioned above will surely help you increase your power faster and progress through the game relatively easier. We hope you have enjoyed reading through all this and if there are any additional tips and strategies related to the guide you discovered and
would like to share with us, feel free to let us know through the comments section below! Under!
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